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Abstract—With the continuous growth of the internet mar-
ket, games are becoming more and more popular worldwide.
However, increased market competition for game demands
developers to write more efficient games in terms of perfor-
mance, security, and maintenance. The continuous evolution
of software systems and its increasing complexity may result
in bad design decisions. Researchers analyzed cognitive,
behavioral and social effects of games. Also, gameplay and
game mechanics have been a research area to enhance game
playing, but to the extent of our knowledge, there hardly
exists any research work that studies the bad coding practices
in game development. Hence, through our study, we try to
analyze and identify the presence of bad coding practices
called code smells that may cause quality issues in games.
To accomplish this, we created a dataset of 361 web games
written in JavaScript. On this dataset, we run a JavaScript
code smell detection tool JSNose to find the occurrence and
distribution of code smell in web games. Further, we did a
manual study on 9 web games to find violation of existing
game programming patterns. Our results show that existing
tools are mostly language-specific and are not enough in the
context of games as they were not able to detect the anti-
patterns or bad coding practices which are game-specific,
motivating the need of game-specific code smell detection
tools.
Index Terms—Web Games, Code Smells, Game-specific
Code Smells
I. Introduction
In the past few decades, the game industry has
emerged as one of the significant contributors to the
world’s economy [33]. Because of its growing popularity
and increased market demand, the complexity of these
games is also increasing. Thus, it becomes crucial and
necessary for researchers to analyze games from a quality
perspective so as to guide developers in making efficient
and quality games [36]. One way to ensure the quality
of game development is to minimize the inadequate
practices used to write them called code smells. Code
smells are bad design choices or bad coding practices
incurred at the time of development. However, they can
be taken as an analogy to patterns in software programs
which are related to bad designs [54]. Code smells are not
bugs and their presence in the code does not make code to
deviate from the expected execution. Nevertheless, their
presence may lead to long-term maintainability problems
and technical debt [14], [32].
Several research studies and technical works have been
done to study the presence of code smells in different
domains [32], [46], [11]. Fowler proposed the need to
identify code smells [14], following which researchers
proposed various rules and standards to detect and
refactor them [32], [10]. Numerous tools have been
proposed to detect code smells in software applications by
many developers and researchers [11], [37], [10]. However,
understanding and analyzing the presence of code smells
in games is still largely unexplored in the literature
motivating the need for our work.
Game development is different from other domains of
software development because games involve rendering
process, real-time constraints, AI and physics components
and many more performance-related factors which plays
an important role in process of game development and
may not be specific to other domains [36]. Presence of
code smells in games can affect the process of develop-
ment adversely and ultimately leads to future issues of
performance, security, and maintainability [16], [49], [57],
[50]. Hence, it becomes critical to identify and discard
these smells from the games to ensure performance and
maintainability. Language-specific code smell detection
tool may not be sufficient to detect all types of code smells
present in games, thus we did this work to investigate
the presence of existing code smells in games. To the best
of our knowledge, existing literature on code smells did
not focus on the domain of web games, thus motivating
the need for our study, although a brief work done on
code smells in games by Vaishali [26] emphasized the
relevancy of existing code smells in games. Even though
resources to identify code smells in games are limited,
there is a need to investigate the presence of existing
language-based code smells in games to understand the
frequency and distribution of these bad smells.
In this study, we make an attempt to analyze the occur-
rence and distribution of code smells in web games using
a well-known existing code smell detection tool JSNose
[10] on our dataset, which consists of 361 JavaScript games
mined from Github. Furthermore, as a preliminary work,
we did a manual study on 9 of these 361 JavaScript games
to find the violation of game programming patterns in
games that could be detected by existing code smell
detection tools. We conducted a preliminary study to
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find the relevance of code smells in web games. Our
study answers the following research questions:
• RQ1: What is the distribution of existing code smells in
the context of games?
• RQ2: If game-specific code smells exists, how they are
different from existing ones?
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II discusses the research motivation behind this
work. To set the context, Section III presents a list of
existing code smells in JavaScript programs along with a
brief introduction to each of them. Section IV discusses
the violation of game programming patterns followed by
Section V which focuses on the methodology of empirical
study being done. Section VI presents the literature
review of the work followed by limitations in Section
VII. Conclusion and Future work are discussed in Section
VIII and Section IX respectively.
II. Research Motivation
An empirical study by Guo et al. states that code
smells can vary from domain to domain [19]. A code
smell which has a serious impact on one domain may be
less effective in other domain. Thus, code smells cannot
be generalized to be language-specific. A study done
on the performance impacts of code smells in Android
applications shows that refactoring brought considerable
improvement in code quality [20]. Similar studies on
code smells in domains like software product lines [1]
and spreadsheet formulas [21] resulted in an appreciable
gain in terms of performance and business processes
respectively. Thus, we believe that code smells should
be considered in the case of games as well, to improve
the code quality and performance of games. Researchers
studied the psychological and social [30], educational
[17] and behavioural [2] effects of games. Also, gameplay
and game mechanics are discussed by researchers [9]
but to the extent of our knowledge, hardly any study
exists which studies games from the quality perspective.
Expectations on games are getting increased and quality
of games, game development process is getting complex
and developers are inlcuding more and more features
to make games more adventurous and fun to play. This
inclusion of enormous features and disregard of future
consequences may lead to faulty games.
Game development differs from the traditional software
development in the context of different performance and
real-time factors being involved like memory allocation
and deallocation issues, rendering process and graphical
components [36], [24], [38]. Thus, language-specific code
smell detection tools may not be sufficient to handle code
smells of games. To strengthen our research motivation,
our goal is to investigate the scope of code smells in
games and to verify the necessity of game-specific code
smell detection tool.
We choose web games because they are accessible,
affordable, easy to play and does not require any instal-
lation or dependencies. They are generally preferred by
end-user over games with dependencies. Web games are
mainly developed in JavaScript, HTML, and CSS, and
thus we choose open-source JavaScript games to conduct
our empirical study. Also, JavaScript is an evolving object-
based scripting language, thus code smells are mainly
dependent on identifying objects, functions, and classes
[10]. Moreover, a study shows that JavaScript is still an
unexplored language, and needs to be considered, as the
number of JavaScript projects is increasing [29].
Since we chose web games for the exploration of code
smells, we need existing code smells detection tools
in JavaScript. A study [46] shows that two JavaScript
code smells detection tool exist named as JSNose [10]
and JSpIRIT [55]. We observed that the smells detected
by JSNose is almost superset of the smells detected by
JSpIRIT. Also, we find that JSNose has been verified by
researchers giving good precision score [42]. Thus, we
chose JSNose for our empirical study.
We aimed at identifying the violation of game program-
ming patterns. If such violation happens, code smells in
games need to be handled separately supported by game-
specific code smells detection tool.
III. Existing Code Smells
During software maintenance and evolution, a soft-
ware system undergoes several levels of changes within
restricted time, which ultimately leads to bad design
decisions. These poor design choices are code smells
[10]. In software programming, a code smell is any
characteristic in the source code of a program that
possibly indicates a deeper future problem related to
performance, security and maintenance issues. There are
different kinds of code smells identified for the language
chosen or paradigm used. Our study focuses on code
smells present in web games which can be identified
using an existing tool called JSNose, a JavaScript code
smell detection tools. According to existing studies [25],
[8], JavaScript includes 7 generic code smells. Later, Fard
et al. proposed 6 more code smells during their study.
Thus, overall they proposed a code smell detection tools
which detects 13 code smells described below.
• Closure Smells (s1): This code smell provide inner
characteristics of JavaScript programming such as
over complications arises due to multiple nested
functions, accessibility of outer function, variables
from the inner function, name conflict arises in the
scope of closure, conflict between ’this’ assignment
to the inner and outer function.
• Coupling JS/HTML/CSS (s2):Coupling of JavaScript
with HTML and CSS has been categorized into 3 code
smells. These code smells are JavaScript in HTML,
HTML in JavaScript,and CSS in JavaScript. These code
smells complicate debugging and software evolution
in JavaScript applications.
TABLE I: Meta information of 9 games selected for manual study
Game Name Category #J
S
Fi
le
s
#
JS
LO
C
#S
ta
rs
#I
ss
ue
s
Link
Cube-composer Puzzle 6 230 1389 8 https://github.com/sharkdp/cube-composer
Clumsy-bird Arcade 7 571 1210 3 https://github.com/ellisonleao/clumsy-bird
Javascript_snake Arcade 5 846 3 1 https://github.com/gamedolphin/javascript_snake
Diablo-js Roleplaying game(RPG) 1 743 767 5 https://github.com/mitallast/diablo-js
Digger Arcade 2 971 39 1 https://github.com/lutzroeder/digger
3D-Hartwig-chess-set Board Game 4 1511 322 5 https://github.com/juliangarnier/3D-Hartwig-chess-set
Astray Maze Game 5 1523 290 5 https://github.com/wwwtyro/Astray
Hextris Puzzle 15 1935 1478 16 https://github.com/Hextris/hextris
Follow ME! A Simon Clone Board Game 4 345 4 1 https://github.com/gamedolphin/
follow_me_javascript_simon_clone
TABLE II: Result of JSNose on Web Games
Statistics (s1) (s2) (s3) (s4) (s5) (s6) (s7) (s8) (s9) (s10) (s11) (s12) (s13)
Number of smells 256687 247 1361 8737 0 471533 365789 51816 39028 6233 88606 5885 70
Average smell in each game 711.04 0.68 3.77 24.20 0 1306.18 1013.26 143.53 108.11 17.26 245.44 16.30 0.19
% out of all smells 19.80 0.01 0.1 0.67 0 36.3 28.22 3.99 3.01 0.48 6.83 0.45 0.005
% of games containing smell 34.97 3.82 11.47 98.63 0 42.62 31.96 33.06 26.90 19.29 25.54 20.38 1.90
• Empty catch (s3): During exception handling, when-
ever the catch block contains zero lines of code, it
leads to empty catch code smell. It should be avoided
as it causes exception to meet with no response or
prevention.
• Excessive global variables (s4): The presence of a large
number of global variables in JavaScript application
leads to more dependent existing modules and
because of increased dependency error proneness,
and maintainability efforts increases.
• Large object (s5): Object which is heavily loaded with
numerous tasks needs to be refactored and divided
into modules. This causes balanced task division
among different modules.
• Lazy object (s6): Objects which are not doing enough
work need to be merged or combined with other
smaller objects to increase productivity. Existence of
lazy objects causes unnecessary overhead as it does
less work and occupies resources.
• Long message chain (s7): Long message chaining leads
to complex flow of program which is difficult to
understand. It makes the code tough to follow and
maintain.
• Long method/function (s8): Method with too many lines
of code is considered as code smell as it obstructs
readability and maintenance.
• Long parameter list (s9): When the number of param-
eters is too many, it makes the program harder to
comprehend and maintain.
• Nested callback (s10): A callback is an argument passed
to another parent function. Excessive nested callbacks
are harder to comprehend and difficult to maintain
because of their asynchronous nature.
• Refused bequest (s11): It is a soft code smells which is
caused when a JavaScript object does not overrides/u-
tilizes most of the properties it inherits.
• Switch statement (s12): It often causes redundant
code and makes code difficult to maintain. It causes
modification of existing code, whenever a new switch
is added.
• Unused/dead code (s13): Dead code is the unnecessary
code which gets executed during the run time but is
never used. They make program code unnecessarily
harder to comprehend.
IV. Violated Game Programming Patterns
Performance is a critical issue in games, which needs
to be met for any game to be appreciated by end-
users [28]. Performance comes by good design patterns
[5] which will optimize the code to an optimal level
with better throughput. Although ideally, games should
follow numerous patterns [38], we primarily focused
on decoupling and optimization patterns. As an initial
experiment, we chose these two patterns because we
wanted to see whether such basic design patterns when
violated are considered by smells detection tool or
not. Decoupling and Optimization patterns should be
followed by games as their violation leads to critical
issues. Violation of decoupling patterns results in data
loss, maintainability and reusability problem, bad user
experience on event input, and idle process threads.
Whereas optimization patterns violation leads to cache
misses, memory fragmentation, deaccelerate memory
access, and bad game performance. Thus, considering the
importance of these patterns, for the preliminary study
we focused on these two patterns. Below we discuss
both the patterns with their sub-patterns which play an
important role in context of games.
• Decoupling patterns: Two modules are said to be
decoupled when any changes made in one module
Fig. 1: Approach diagram
does not require any corresponding change in the
other module. Thus, this increases the flexibility in
software and enhance a better software development
process. Violation of decoupling game programming
pattern does not correspond to Coupling code smell
detected by JSNose. As coupling code smell detected
by JSNose states about occurrence of CSS units
in JavaScript, JavaScript in HTML, and HTML in
JavaScript.
– Component Decoupling (P1): Game program-
ming includes the creation of different game
components such as physics, graphics, sounds,
artificial intelligence, simulation, and many more.
These game programming components have
to be placed separately so that individual can
modify single component independently without
knowing about other ones. Hence, this makes
game development easier and flexible and ad-
dresses various maintainability related issues.
– Event Queue Decoupling (P2): Processing of
one event blocks the other event, in this situation
other event data might get lost. And if one event
took some time to process completely and other
events who are blocked (e.g. create sound) now
gets the system, causes a delay in request and
inappropriate results (in creating sound). The
global variable is a very common example of an
event queue, which is used as a common data
element between different components of games.
• Optimization patterns: Optimization is the master
key to increase the performance of any software
entity. Selection of the best possible alternative
rewards the developer with better speed and exe-
cution. Thus, games are dependent on this factor
of optimization to a large extent. Different ways
to introduce optimization in game programming
pattern are:
– Data Locality (P3): Arranging data in an order
to take advantage of CPU caching is termed as
Data Locality. This accelerates the memory access
time resulting in less time lag and increased
performance.
Different optimization techniques exist which
focuses on providing Data Locality like slicing
the data structure, and "hot" and "cold" split.
[38].
– Object Pool (P4): While the game is running,
we need to create and destroy certain compo-
nents caused by allocating and freeing memory
frequently. This causes the problem of memory
fragmentation[38]. To avoid this, we should
make an object pool from where we can reuse
the objects instead of allocating and freeing them
individually. Whenever any object is required it
should be searched in the fixed pool, if found,
it will be set to be in use, and after freeing of
the object, again it will be returned to the object
pool. This improves the performance of games,
offers better memory management, and utilizes
fewer resources.
V. Empirical Evaluation
The goal of our study is to find the relevance of existing
code smells in the context of games. Additionally, we
also aim to find the violation of game programming
patterns as they instigate the existence of game-specific
code smells. To accomplish the above, we mined 361
games from Github and performed a study on the same
to answer the research questions we asked.
A. Dataset creation
The process of collection of dataset was carried by
applying certain filters to make sure we collect the clean
data.
• As a first step, we made a search on Github with
keyword "web games".
• We selected the language as JavaScript.
• Now simply cloning these games were putting us
in suspicion of the false dataset as README of
many of the repositories were written in different
language. Also, sometimes instead of games, Github
TABLE III: Manual Study of 9 JavaScript games
Game S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 Violated Patterns
Cube-composer 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P3,P2
Clumsy-bird 2 0 0 17 0 5 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 P3, P1
Javascript_snake 439 0 6 13 0 506 272 6 40 2 48 26 0 P3
Diablo-js 70 0 0 11 0 90 4 4 0 0 14 2 0 P1, P3, P4
Digger 52 0 0 16 0 102 10 22 8 2 16 2 0 P1, P3
3D-Hartwig-chess-set 5 0 2 54 0 6 5 0 5 5 2 2 0 P4, P3
Astray 275 0 0 46 0 1410 1524 28 234 0 970 70 0 P4
Hextris 250 0 88 9 0 835 6 94 46 0 30 9 0 P4, P3
Follow ME! A Simon Clone 323 0 4 15 0 301 195 4 38 2 48 8 0 P1, P3, P4
gives search result of game-engine. As an instance,
we got "Effect-Games"1 as one of the search result
which is JavaScript Game-Engine and Web-Based IDE
and does not fall in our research domain.
• To avoid collecting false dataset, we manually
checked README (in English language and con-
taining JavaScript game) of each repository, to make
sure that our dataset contains JavaScript games and
nothing else.
• Thus, following the above process, we collected 361
JavaScript games mined from Github.
Figure 1 depicts the procedure we followed to conduct
this empirical study.
B. Experimental Objects
To analyze the occurrence and distribution of code
smells in JavaScript games, we used an existing tool
JSNose. We mined 361 JavaScript games from Github to
conduct this experiment. Furthermore, we did a manual
study on 9 JavaScript games to observe if they follow
the game programming patterns or not. The selection of
the games was decided based on the number of stars
[43] and JavaScript LOC (Lines of Code). While selecting
games for manual study, we focused on the fact that the
games are popular enough in the developer community
and the code size is also significant enough, i.e. neither
LOC is too small nor too large so that it is feasible for
manual study. To ensure the quality of study with manual
feasibility, we chose 9 games for analyzing the violation
of patterns. The objective of this manual study is to find
the violation of game programming patterns that are
not detected by existing code smell detection tools. We
calculated lines of code using CLOC2. The average LOC
of the 9 web games we studied is 963.88, whereas the
average number of stars for 9 game projects is 611.33. To
conduct the manual study, one researcher analyzed the
violation of game programming patterns and the second
researcher verified each instance of violation. The overall
process of manual study took around 60 hours of deep
inspection of 9 web games. To maintain the consistency
of the result we found, we decided upon certain rules
discussed in [38] mentioned in Table IV. Some important
1https://github.com/jhuckaby/Effect-Games
2https://sourceforge.net/projects/cloc/
statistics of the meta-information of the 9 games have
been mentioned in Table I.
C. Results
We did an empirical study on 361 JavaScript games
mined from Github to answer our first research question
by evaluating all the mined games with the help of
JSNose. Also, to comment on our second research
question, we tried to manually figure out the violation of
game programming patterns in 9 out of all the collected
games.
RQ1: What is the distribution of existing code smells
in context of games?
Distribution refers to the frequency and occurrence of
different code smells detected by the tool. We analyzed
that the majority of the code smells are primarily from
2 out of 13 code smells proposed by Fard [10]. The
distribution is shown in Figure 2. We can infer from the
figure that Lazy Object is the most frequent bad design
practice during the development of web games with the
occurrence of 36.3% among all the smells. Following
this, comes Long Message Chain with 28.22%. The next
most occurring is Closure smell with the occurrence
of 19.80% among all the smells. Following these are
Refused Bequest, Long Method, Long Parameter List
and others are negligible. Table II depicts the statistical
results we got by this empirical study. Here, we also
showed the average occurrence of any code smells in
all web games of our dataset, which again states that
on an average approximately 1306 Lazy Object code
smells existed in each web game of our dataset. Another
criterion of Table shows the percentage of the games
out of total games containing any specific smell. Out of
all web games we took, 42.62% of games contains Lazy
Object code smell.
RQ2: If game-specific code smells exists, how
they are different from existing ones?
Manual study of 9 web games reveals that many game
programming patterns that are desirable as proposed
by [38] are violated by different games. Since this is
an initial study, we primarily focused on two broad
classifications of game patterns, which are, Decoupling
patterns and Optimization patterns. We observed that
among Optimization patterns, Data Locality is the most
TABLE IV: Rules to detect the violation of game programming patterns
SN Game programming pattern Rules to detect violation of patterns
1 Component Decoupling Classes and Methods touching multiple components of game,
or, Monolithic class or, Large Methods
2 Event Queue Decoupling Input events or events from methods, not stored in central queue
3 Data Locality Objects of similar types or objects used together frequently which are declared as
individual objects
4 Object Pool Objects allocated on heap or similar objects created very frequently
Fig. 2: Distribution of code smells
violated pattern which is often overlooked by game
developers. It was found in all the 9 games we studied
manually. This results in bad performance of games and
affects the user game experience. Other violated patterns
are shown in Table III and our detailed report on the
presence of violated patterns of 9 web games is present
at the link 3.
Violation of Component Decoupling: An instance of
violation of Component Decoupling can be observed in
Preloader.js file of game Follow ME! A Simon Clone 4 in line
number 30-32. Different calls related to graphics, icons
and audio component are there, but all are being called
in the single function call. Thus, it may be refactored into
different function calls, so that various components are
decoupled.
this.load.atlas(’spriteset’, ’assets/spriteset
.png’, ’assets/spriteset.jsona’);
this.load.image(’tweet’,’assets/twit.
png’);
this.load.audio(’sfx’, [’assets/sfx.
mp3’,’assets/sfx.ogg’,’assets/sfx.
wav’,’assets/sfx.m4a’]);
Violation of Event Queue Decoupling: Whenever
input events or events from the method are not stored
in the central queue then, there occurs a violation of the
event queue pattern. Below code snippet is taken from
game Cube-Composer5 from the file Storage.js from line
number 1-11. We observe that the variable data is getting
3http://bit.ly/GameSmellsJS
4https://github.com/gamedolphin/follow_me_javascript_simon_
clone
5https://github.com/sharkdp/cube-composer
input from the element which is not present in the central
event queue of the game. To refactor the code smell,
possibly we can make EventQueue class with methods
such as Add() and PublishEvents(). The second method
will be used at the end of the execution flow. Using this
class will help in adding the events in the central queue
and utilize them at the execution time. Also, nested return
statements cause asynchronous behavior, hence delay in
the occurrence of events.
exports.unsafeLoadGameState = function (just)
{
return function(nothing) {
return function() {
var data = localStorage.getItem(’
gameState’);
if (!data) {
return nothing;
}
return just(JSON.parse(data));
};
};
};
Violation of Data Locality: As an instance of Data
Locality, the below code snippet is line 1-15 from Boot.js
file of the game JavaScript_Snake6. The snippet follows the
basic game variables declared in the form of JavaScript
object.
var BasicGame = {
//global variables
timerDelay : 400, //snake movement delay
score : 0, //current score
highscore : null, //object to store
highscores
currentMode : ’E’, //current play mode -
easy/medium/hard
trailno : 6, //length of the
trailing snake effect
textList : null //object to hold parsed
game text
};
Since the objects will be accessed frequently, it can be
refactored as an array object as shown below. Accessing
array objects enables faster memory access and helps in
taking advantage of data locality.
timerDelay : 400, //snake movement delay
score : 0, //current score
highscore : null, //object to store
highscores
currentMode : ’E’, //current play mode -
easy/medium/hard
6https://github.com/gamedolphin/javascript_snake
trailno : 6, //length of the
trailing snake effect
textList : null //object to hold parsed
game text
var BasicGame = new Array(timerDelay , score,
highscore , currentMode , trailno, textList)
;
Violation of Object Pool: An example of the violation
of Object Pool can be shown in the below code snippet
taken from line number 130-164 of keyboard.js file of
Astray7.
function queryActiveBindings() {
var bindingStack = [];
//loop through the key binding groups by
number of keys.
for(var keyCount = keyBindingGroups.length
; keyCount > -1; keyCount -= 1) {
if(keyBindingGroups[keyCount]) {
var KeyBindingGroup = keyBindingGroups
[keyCount];
//loop through the key bindings of the
same key length.
for(var bindingIndex = 0; bindingIndex
< KeyBindingGroup.length;
bindingIndex += 1) {
var binding = KeyBindingGroup[
bindingIndex],
//assume the binding is active till
a required key is found to be
unsatisfied
keyBindingActive = true;
//loop through each key required by
the binding.
for(var keyIndex = 0; keyIndex <
binding.keys.length; keyIndex
+= 1) {
var key = binding.keys[keyIndex];
//if the current key is not in the
active keys array the mark
the binding as inactive
if(activeKeys.indexOf(key) < 0) {
keyBindingActive = false;
}
}
//if the key combo is still active
then push it into the binding
stack
if(keyBindingActive) {
bindingStack.push(binding);
}}}}
return bindingStack;
}
We can observe that similar objects are created very
frequently. This causes performance degradation and
more processing time. Instead, an ObjectPool handler
7https://github.com/wwwtyro/Astray
class can be created which will help in fetching and
recycling the objects created in pool.
This manual study demonstrates the scope of the
presence of additional code smells which have not been
considered by existing code smell detection tools and not
discussed in the literature in the domain of web games.
Thereafter, this observation shows that existing code smell
detection tools are not sufficient to detect the bad smells
of web games. There is a need for game-specific code
smell detection tools. The violated game programming
patterns are discussed in Section IV.
VI. Related Work
Various techniques and tools have been proposed to
identify and detect code smells [10], [41], [47]. Studies
revolving around code smells deals mainly with its three
divisions, which are, detection of code smells, evolution
and impact of code smells, and the relation of software
activities with code smells [45]. Table V represents
some background work relevant to these three categories.
TABLE V: References Table
SN Domain References
1 Detection of code PMDa, FindBugsb,
smells JLint [4], SpIRIT [56]
Checkstylec
2 Evolution and Impact [39], [40], [7], [52]
3 Relationship to software [59], [49], [12]
development process
ahttps://github.com/pmd/pmd
bhttp://bit.ly/2lmjsM2
chttps://checkstyle.org/
The concern of code smells was identified by Fowler. He
proposed that writing well factored program plays a
major role in optimizing performance of any program
[14]. Following this, researchers proposed numerous
code smells detecting rules and tools. Researchers also
did empirical studies on patterns of bad smells and their
detection. An initial study was done to understand bad
smells in code and taxonomy was done to categorize
similar code smells [32]. An empirical study done by
Khomh et al. shows the relation of code smells to change-
proneness by analyzing several releases of Azureus
and Eclipse application [27]. Johannes et al. conducted
a large scale study on 1807 releases of 15 JavaScript
applications and detected 12 types of code smells [22].
They did a survival analysis of code containing code
smells against codes without code smells until any fault
occurs. Another empirical study was done to analyze
JavaScript callback usage as callbacks induces non-linear
control flow of program and can cause asynchronous
execution [15]. A survey was done to understand the
importance of code smells to developers and whether
they really care about bad smells in code [58]. In a
study, Fontana et al. tried to focus on some common
problem faced by researchers for code smell detection
and proposed a machine-learning based approach to
deal with this problem [13]. Tahir et al. studied the
discussions among developers on StackOverflow about
code smells and anti-patterns [51].
Code smells in android applications was also studied
by researchers [31], which states that some code smells
occur frequently in android applications. An android
specific code smell detection tools, aDoctor was proposed
by Palomba et al. which detects 15 code smells [41]. To
find the best threshold of metrics for code detection,
Shoenberger et al. proposed a Genetic Programming
approach to train the detection rules [47]. Studies have
been done to identify and detect CSS code smells in web
applications [34], [3].
Besides empirical studies and surveys, researchers
and developers have proposed numerous code smells
detecting tools [11]. A review study done on code smell
detection tools reveals that majority of the existing tools
are for Java programming language [11]. They found 84
tools were proposed in literature for smell detection, out
of which only 29 tools are available online. Fard et al.
proposed 13 code smell detection technique along with
a tool called JSNose [10]. A tool called WebScent [37] is
proposed to detect embedded code smells but literature
reveals it is unavailable online [11]. JSClassFinder is a tool
developed to find class-like structures in JavaScript code
[48]. The tool is integration of a parser that takes the
AST(Abstract Syntax Tree) of JavaScript application along
with Moose platform for visualization. To provide an
interactive visualization of code smells for quick overview
of code smells, researchers proposed a tool called Stench
Blossom [35]. It detects code smells and helps developers
to understand the source of the smell. A meta-tool is
proposed by combining different features of different
code smell detector tools [44]. Many other tools were
proposed for code quality improvement and software
quality assurance for different programming languages
[53], [55], [60].
Although a lot of research work has been done on code
quality and code smells, to the best of our knowledge,
there exist very limited work on code smells in games.
In a paper, Graham et al. discusses the code attributes
required to develop quality games and thus illustrates the
architectural desired practices with the help of a game
[18]. A related work on quality assurance of small games
in a game jam setting is a recent survey of participants
of Global Game Jam (GGJ), 48-hour hackathon, where
researchers tried to study the effects of time pressure [6].
They concluded that GGJ teams relies on ad hoc approach
to develop and does face-to-face communication, and
also these teams share contextual similarities to software
startups.
VII. Threats to validity
Since we are relying on JSNose to detect the code smells
in games, the accuracy of this tool decides the accuracy of
our results. JSNose detects code smells in client-side code
by using a metric-based approach which combines static
and dynamic analysis. To mitigate this fact, we took help
from existing literature which states that JSNose has good
precision score [42]. But the thresholds used to get these
precision scores are empirical and may be erroneous. For
reliability one may check JSNose is available publicly.
One threat to the internal validity is our manual
inspection of search of violation of game programming
pattern. We aimed at investigating the violation of game
programming patterns which have not been considered
by existing code smell detection tools for JavaScript
language. To the best of our efforts and deep inspection,
we believe that our observation is factual and gives
the scope of the existence of game-specific code smells.
But the validation and accuracy analysis performed by
manual inspection can be incomplete and inaccurate.
The results we found are based on the 361 web games
mined from Github. Thus, this result may vary with a
large corpus of games. Although, we tried to mine as
many web games as possible from Github, we found that
many of the projects were private, inactive and some
were filled with irrelevant codes [23]. Also, since we did
manual study only on 9 JavaScript games, the results may
vary for large scale manual study.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to find out whether the existing
code smells are relevant in the context of web games
or not. The distribution of code smells in games and
traditional software varies in the sense that performance
and real-time response is the top requirement in case
of games, which makes this domain unique [36]. We
observed that Lazy Object is the most occurring code
smell among all the 13 code smells proposed so far,
following which comes the Long Message Chain among
most instances of occurrence.
Our manual study done on 9 web games unfolded the
concern that there is some violation of game program-
ming pattern which needs to be paid attention in the
domain of games. We proposed some of the code smells,
which can be particular in the context of web games. The
identification of these game-specific code smells can help
game developers to be cautious while the development of
games, which can avoid the risk of future maintainability,
performance, and security.
IX. Future Work
To further strengthen this research study on code smells
in games, there are number of future directions.
• A systematic and efficient approach to discover game-
specific code smells.
• We propose to create a catalog of game-specific code
smells. We see a further need to extend our study
to analyze more code smells in web games.
• Analyzing violation of game programming patterns
manually, as done in this paper, is an effort-intensive
task. We see a definite need to develop a code smell
detection tool for the domain of games.
• There is a vast amount of existing empirical research
in mining software repositories focusing on APIs,
pull requests, bug triaging and so on, which can be
reproduced for the domain of games.
• We also intend to do a comparative study on presence
and the effect of code smells in games and non-
games.
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